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cutsfrustrate 1%,•willioasli
By-Sieven--PappesStaff Writer
Faculty and administrators at
the University of Maine, as well
as state legislators are concerned and frustrated at Gov. John
McKernan's latest estimate of
the projected state budget
shortfall through mid-1991 at
$210 million.
McKernan announced the increase at a late-morning press
conference on Wednesday.
UMaine President Dale Lick
said Thursday morning that as
a result of the increase in the
state deficit from $67 million to
$210 million, he would impose
a "complete hiring freeze" on
all staff, faculty, and
administration.
He said unless there was "an
emergency situation," all va-

going to Jose_ their jobs--he-- - financial management-—at-said. "I've heard that profes- UMaine said last week the cuts:
sionals across the board are go- could "have a negative effect OA
ing to have to grab their pink the university."
slips and take a walk. A lot of
Rep. Mary Cathcart, (Dpeople are really scared."
Orono), said the increase in the
Lick said cuts were expected state deficit is "horrendous."
in all departments of the
"It could be devestating,"
she said. "I am appalled at how
bad this is."
"It's not going to be good. We're lookIn December, McKernan
solicited proposed spending
ing at major cuts."
cuts from department heads
and the UMaine System and
ordered other cost-saving steps
UMaine President Dale Lick
to counter what was then projected to be a $67 million shorthalf of the returned funds are
university.
it) be generated by the Orono
"It's not going to be gbod," fall. More recently, McKernancampus.
Lick said. "We are looking at acknowledged that the shortfall
One professional staff major cuts. However, we can't was likely to-he ST(X) million.
Last week, as reported by the
member who asked not to be indo anything until we have some
dentified said he was worried
sense of what (the deficit) is go- Campus, legislator John O'Dea
had confirmed a shortfall Ake
about his position.
ing to do to us."
"I think a lot of people are
Charles Rauch, director of to $150 million.

--caot-posous would not-be. -filled "until we know what is going to happen relative to our
budget next year."
Presently, the UMaine
System has been asked to return
$6 million to the state over the
next two years. More than one-

Since the- December announcement, :Peat Marwick
Main & Co., which the Governor's administration had hired
as part of efforts to scale back
revenue projections to reflect
weaker than expected economic
conditions, has been working
with the McKernan administration to pinpoint a "solid
figure," a legislator said
Thursday night.
The same legislator, who asked not to be identified said the
state deficit may be as high as
$300 million "before this is
over."
"It could be the end of a few
careers, including the Governor, the legislator said.
other
said
Cathcart
legislators were also "very con(see BUDGET page 3)

Kellogg
Foundation
contributes
UMaine
Cooperative
Extension
Service
By J. Emily Hathaway
Staff Writer
University of Maine President Dale Lick announced
Thursday that the University of
Maine Cooperative Extension
Service was the recipient of a
$866,714 leadership education
grant from the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation.
The Kellogg Foundation
donates money in support of
programs in agriculture, educan_and health.
"This major grant from the
Kellogg Foundation, the largest
grant that the Co-op Extension
has ever been given, is going to
Members of the UMaine Chess Club pose with the first-place trophy they won at a recent competition. Story, page 10.
allow us to reach out," Lick
said.
communities accross the state. the country.
Accotding to Jilt Killackw- -1* demands being placed on at the local levels"
Killacky said that the award
were to make sure we were on
small communities," he said.
"If this all sounds a bit overCES community development
target with what we were pro"Whether the problem in- was the culmination.of nearly
whelming, it was and it is,"
specialist, this outreach will be
posing, to make sure that if we
directed toward people in
volves dealing with major two years of review and
he said.
actually got this award
designated small Maine com- legislative and public-policy consultation.
"One of the pleasant results
"Discussions with staff in all
somebody would be interested
matters or improving communiis a celebration like this one tomunities. The money will fund
in participating," he said.
day. A more important result is
a three-year program of leader- ty teamwork and communica- of our county extension offices
Killacky said there was also a
tion, people need the skills to and throughout a large part of
the foundation of real feelings
ship training activities.
sharing of information with
make informed decisions and extension here on campus, and
of ownership and participation
"A need for leadership trainmajor leadership projects across
generate appropriate responses particularly the people in small
ing can be seen in the incredi(see KELLOGG page 12)
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TERM PAPER?

Socialism is not dead
says philosophy prof
By Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer

Don't despair!
Try the Term Paper Counseling Service at Fogler
We'll help with all aspects of library research
For details, ask at the Library's Information Desk, or call .51-1673.
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The emerging socialist ideology is
democratic socialism, where socialism is
an established pre-condition for equaliRecent events in Eastern Europe are ty, he said. With this ideology, the trannot signaling the collapse of socialism, sition is from authoritarian to free
but rather the collapse of Stalinism, said speech.
a University of Maine associate proIn Eastern Europe the problem is to
fessor of philosophy Thursday after- move to political equality and from
noon in the Memorial Union.
"centralized state management to some
Refering to the opening of the Berlin form ,of decentralization of--iecisiOn
Wall, reforms within the Communist making," he said. Party and the break down of one-party
However, Howard said the -United
regimes in Hungary, Poland and States' failure to reciprocate Soviet disarCzechoslavakia, Michael - Howard mament threatens the whole develop•
a. ...at_bufikkk
id'
Timm- in and remarkable.
Pointing to the invasion of Panama,
"Remarkable things are happen- continued nuclear arms spending and
ing," said Howard, who is also an ac- the Reagan and Bush administrations'
tive member of the Maine Peace Action go-ahead with cruise missiles Howard
--- Committee.
said "we are likely to see the continued
Some view these happenings as "pro- preservation of national security
claiming the end of the Cold War and --(measures) in the U.S. and Soviet
,the collapse of socialism. I want to con- Union."
test that kind of claim today," he said.
"It's important for us to resist in"What we're witnessing...is the collapse tervention in states and military spenof Stalinism."
ding," he said. "People have to learn
Connecting these changes with the from experience...there are plenty of peoSoviet Union's perestroika (economic ple against peace."
reforms) and glasnost (openness),
"The peace movement must be linkHoward said they are long overdue.
ed with other movements," said
"The developments we're witnessing Howard, refering to ecology, gay/lesbian
are long overdue and have been retard- and women's movements, to name a few.
ed by the hard line the U.S. has Yet, they "need to encompass within
taken," he told the gathering of about their vision of peace an adequate con15 people.
ception of what they are against," he
"They should have happened a decade said.
ago but they were delayed by military
The luncheon series, sponsored by the
spending over the last eight -to--10 - Controversy Series, M PAC, The Unto
years."
Board and the Marxist-Socialist Studies
Interdisciplinary Concentration, will be
Speaking in the first Socialist and held at 12:20 p.m. Thursdays in the SutMarxist Studies Luncheon Series of the ton Lounge. For more information, conspring semester, Howard said there are tact Coordinator Doug Allen at
many forms of socialism.
581-3860.
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GET
SHOT!
Do your part for the Yearbook.
Have your portrait taken at:

Old 'Dawn Room
Third Floor Memorial Union
February 5-8
9am-12pm, lpm-5pm
No appointment necessary!
Retakes welcome!
This is your last chance
Organizations, please call
5814783 and-make an appointment
to have your pictures taken.

PRIM YEARBOOK

Faculty Senate opposes
liquor ads on campus
Thgatirli
Staff Writer
Does alcohol promotion ar41 the
University of Maine mix?
A majority of the UMaine Faculty
Senate said no Wednesday afternoon.
By a narrow vote of 18-17, senate
members accepted a three-point
resolution opposing the promotion
and distribution of alcohol at any official university function.
"The resolution is not a binding
message. It provides the president
with what we as a senate felt should
be the proper policy," said faculty
senator Ken Hayes, who introduced
the resolution.
The first point of the three-point
resolution states "the Faculty Senate
of the University of Maine supports
a-iiibstance-, abuse-free university."
Two, the Faculty Senate "opposes
any promotion of alcohol use
associated with official university
functions, including televised sporting
events, banners, advertising alcohol
within the university, and alcohol
advertising in university publications
or materials."
And three, that the "Faculty Senate
opposes the university making contractual agreements with the
distributors of alcoholic beverages for
the advertising of alcohol on campus.

Hayes said he introduced the
=-:NZ\-"
-"=

The M

resolution because of his long time
Concerns with the problems of
substance abuse and the effects it has
on students' lives.
"I'm not at all convinced that this
is an appropriate way for the university to develop. I'm not a prohibitionist by any means. The promotion
and advertising of alcohol within or
by this university gives a wrong
message at this time," Hayes said.
Hayes said a Coor's Beer banner
that hangs in Alfond Arena promoting the alcoholic beverage only
"symbolizes" the problem with current university policy. He said the
university receives approximately
$48,000 from Coors for hanging the
banner.
Dr. Robert Dana, a substance
abuse consultant- -at Cutler Health
Center, said the advertising and promotion of alcoholic beverages on the
university campus is not consistent
with the message given to students
about substance abuse.
The promotion of alcohol within
Alfond Anna, Dana said, is- '. "irt21
congruent" with current university
alcohol beverage policy.
The current university alcohol
policy states the university will not
enter any promotional or advertising
agreements
alcoholic
with
distributors, companies or their
agents.
(see FACULTY page 7)
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New union matter of when, not if
By Erika Hurtubise
Staff Writer
When asked about the construction of
a new student union, David Rand
replied, "it's not a matter of if it will
happen, but when it's going to happen."
Rand, UMaine's director of the
Memorial Union and an active member
of the Facilities Planning Transition
Team, is optimistic about the development of a new facility to accomodate the
university community.
_ Nine UMaine students, two faculty
members and seven staff members make
lay t;ws.,5pv..iaiiy -ae

develop a student union, considering the
concerns of everyone within the
university.
Currently, the committee is in the process of using "concepts" developed by
the concerns of the students and faculty within the university community,
Rand said.
The recent budget deficit that has
crashed upon the UMaine System will
not affect the future of the new student
union at this point.

•Budget

"We're going ahead with (developing
earlier than the expected completion
the plans for the new student
date, he said.
union)," Rand said.
"We are not asking the individual to
The project is proposed to cost appay the fee if he or she will not be able
proximately $12 million. Students and
to use it," Rand said.
the university would split the total cost,
The realization that the Memorial
with the students contributing through
Union was to be enlarged resulted from
a fee incorporated into their tuition, he
a study in 1970. The union was originalsaid.
ly constructed to accomodate 5,000 peo"The institution (UMaine) will do
ple, and is not sufficient for the needs
everything in their power to pay for half
of today's 13,000 UMaine community.
of the construction (of a new
The new student union will be apUnion)," Rand said.
proximately 130,000 square miles, nearThe new facility would be built
ly three times the size of the Memorial
through a "partnership with the instituUnion, Rand said.
tion," he said.
The committee is Drowsing—a "multi—mar —patine's-mg- mcmues inc inple 'purpose" build-Fig containing
volvement of the students as well as the
facilities for seating for food and enteruniversity and "that both accept the
tainment, a cinema and theater, dance
responsibility agony expansion tha
and banquet provisions, and recreamight. occur."
--tional facilities—for videos, bttltards,
"This is how most-college union-.7-bowling and an area for the Maine
buildings are built," Rand said.
Bound program. All of these areas
However, the students' fee would not- would be versatile enough to hold lecbe initiated unil the groundbreaking of
tures, fairs, forums and similar functhe facility began. This will 'save' some
tions the university may hold.
students from the cost of paying and
Also, the facility would pro Ade office
contributing to a facility of which they
space for graduate and undergraduate
will not be able to use, due to graduating
administration and for the center of Student Services and Service Administration, among other offices currently stationed in the present Memorial Union,
(continued from page I)
Rand said.

cerned with the Governor's predic- in the amount of monies the university
tion."
will have to pay back.
"Obviously, we've got a disaster on
No administrators would elaborate on
our hands. The bottom has fallen
the potential increase, or when they
out," said Sen. Thomas Andrews,(Dmight know more information.
Portland), co-chair of the lhxation
Assistant to the Chancellor, Kent
Committee.
Price said he anticipated further infor"There will be cuts--severe cuts," mation about the cuts from the Goverpredicted Rep. Walter Whitcomb, (Rnor's office next week.
Waldo), another Taxation Committee
Woodbury is scheduled to address the
member.
joint-session of the legislature on MonThe shortfall estimate is more than tri- day. He is supposed to express concern
ple the preliminary $67 million projec- over the system-wide cutbacks and plea
tion that the administration cited last for no increase in the payback, Price
month.
said.
For the most part, Cathcart said, the
Cathcart said she expected more inforlegislators who had been anticipating a mation on the reassessment before the
smaller increase were "shocked by such
Monday legislative session.
a large number."
Hayes said while he was concerned
_
UMaine System Chancellor Robert — about the extent of the state deficit he—
Woodbury expressed his concern Thurs- wanted to see an end to the "internal
day, but was not comfortable in hemorrhaging" within the univci-sity.
speculating on how much funding the
"We can't move ahead, now," Hayes
s,stem might have to return to the state. said. "We must assess what damage has
Kenneth Hayes, chair of the UMaine been done here."
history department said he was "very
Cathcart and other legislators
much concerned."
representing Orono asked the Board of
"It is going to be impossible for this Trustees of the UMaine System to conuniversity to progress. The chances of us duct an independent audit of the univerbecoming a significant graduate or sity to determine where monies had been
research center has diminished (because mismanaged in the recent past.
of the cuts the university is going to be
The board denied the request but forforced to make,)" Hayes said.
mulated a committee to investigate the
Administrators anticipate the increase allegations stipulated in the letter. The
in the state deficit will mean an increase committee will be chaired by Woodbury.

ValeNtiNe
COocolates

Send your
Valentine a quarter
pound of handmade
chocolates, accompanied
by a beautiful Victorian
card and personal message

Our fee of
• $5.00 Includes
delivery to a college
dorm. We must receive all
orders by February 12.

Ellen's
175 Exchange Si.
Bangor. ME 04401
942.3485
Prepayment required with full information for delivery. Personal checks accepted.

The new student union would also
hold space for four to six different food
services and space for enterprises such
as convenient stores, a travel agency,
banking, and food vending.
"None of these concepts are cast in
concrete," said Rand. The committee
is still reworking the concepts of the
facility and hope to suit the needs and
desires of the university community as
best as they can.
The construction of the facility is projected "well into the future," Rand
said. "This (construction) is a major
undertaking," saiil Rand. "We are
following a proved prdcessiiirTuildings
of theis nature. We want to provide
space the university is sadly lacking."
The location of the new facility is A
major concern of the committee. There
is limited space within the university that
can be used for such purposes, however
the committee will examine all angles
and possibilities. An expansion in conjunction with the present facility is a
possibility.
The committee hopes to develop a
referendum question and present it to
the university community sometime this
semester.

Develop Your Film at
the Union!
$10.00 User Fee per Semester
Make arrangements on Tuesday from
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and on
Thursday from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m. at the Students' Programming
Office, second
floor, Memorial
Union

Like to write? Like to watch sportt?
Well combine your passions and
write for The Maine Campus.
Contact Andy Bean at 581-1268 for

details.
e

-

_
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. Attention Fraternities, Sororities,
Dorms and Clubs!!
Need a Disc Jockey?

Maineh Music
•P.

Book Now! Call Steve Napolitano at 827-4460
.110•41.
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Maine's future recycling uncertain
dors may not accept colored paper or
cardboard. Newspapers. which are difficuh to recycle due to a 'boded market,
may be taken "but at a cost." he
Paper at the Unisersity of Maine has
said.
been recycled. Then it hasn't been. Then
Scott Hedges, co-leader of the Camit has been recycled.
pus Recycling Initiative(CRI). Thursday
The fate of paper collected in recyclsaid UMaine has discarded "up to 10
ing containers around the UMaine has
tons" of paper since G.R.O.W. disconbeen uncertain because Growth through
tinued services to UNIaine.
Rehabilitation and Occupation'
"(UMaine) opted for the simplest
_Workshop,(G.R.O.W.), a business in
solution, which was to simply dispose of
Augusta which had been taking
it at the incinerator in Orrington, instead
UMaine's paper. has not been able to
of finding nose' or innosative solutions
handle the quantity of paper that
to transporting this collected material to
UMaine has been producing, according
a recycling center," be said.
to Frank Martin, acting coordinator for
solid waste at UMaine.
Pa= DAY have to be soned. at the
A state law passed last July, which
buildings in which they are produced,
eliminated the sale of aseptic packages
but Martin said the sorting will be done
in Maine and broadened the state's botby those who help to produce the waste
tle law, and also mandated rin for
PAP:T....Maier than employeeshired for
the entire University of Maine System.
the job.
Four buildings on campus have
Martin said he hoped that a suitable
recycled paper in the past: Neville,
vendor would be found by the end of
Alumni, Winslow, and the service
this month. Until then, paper will still
building 7
collected in special containers -"laUMaine is not alone in rec-ycling,,
keep people in the habit of recycling,"
however. By- 1993, state law will require
Martin said.
al businesses with 15 or more employees
The paper will end up being into recyde high quality office paper and
cinerated ax Penobscot Energy Recovery
comigated cardboard.
Commission (P.E.R.C.)in Orrington,
tin said recycling is currently on
along with the rest of UMaine's waste,
Wain UMaine. He said G.R.O.W. has
Hedges said.
litddatod facilities which make it difOnce a vendor is found, it will be inficott for them to handle UMaine's
tergrated with the UMaine recycling
refeydin' g needs.
program and the buildings that have
last December, -G.R.O.W. took-a—been
recycling will return to recYciitIlr
kW of paper from UPlaine.G.R.O.W.
once again, Martin said, and eventualalio took another load of paper last Frily all buildings out campus will be
day, but pickups at UMaine have terbrought into this system.
minated due to G.R.O.W.'s inability to
Mert Wheeler, associate director in
handle the volume of UMaine's paper.
charge of operations at UMaine, is also
On Jan, 3, UMaine took several ofinvolved with recycling, but was
fers from vendors who recycle paper, acunavailable for comment.
cording to Martin. Some of the venMartin said that UMaine will also be
By Alricimel Reagan Jr.
Staff Writer
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Members of CRT sort through campus trash for recydabieslik
-lat yaw.

the
composting in the future in-irder to
reduce waste production at UMaine.
In a related waste reduction effort at
UMaine, George Cryner, a professor of
applied economics at UMaine, is in
charge of a project to help decrease
cafeteria waste.

A CELEBRATION OF
Up to one ton of salad bar scraps a

week is-taken-ffom IJMitine areferias
and put into a garbage disposal and then
added with manure and put into an
anaerobic digester.
The food waste is then broken down
in the digester and is used to cover
material on landfills. Cryner said he
believes that the project may pay for
it self-
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WMEB 91.9 FM-I-Radio-Free Orono
For progressalternativIkjazzAmlues, reggae, and

A SPIKE LEE FILM FESTIVAL
discussions

classical music, sports action, special shows and events,

-

and jut a whole bunch of other cool things to listen
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

to, tune 'em in 7 chi,. a week!
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Eat in or take out
For faster service call 827-6144
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Map store located in Nutting Hall
You can get there from here with large variety of maps and guides at store
By Kim Dineen
Volunteer Writer
Do you know how far it is from
Orono, Maine to Fort Lauderdale, Ha.,
how long the Panama Canal is, or the
size of Yellowstone National Park?
Studies show that students in the
United_States lack_n great amount of
basic geography knowledge, but there's
a place on campus that can probably
answer any geographic question one
could ask.,
--11TrIfIV—Notart—itore; a. TIOIT-Tirefir

organization run by the resource information management and spatial analysis
lab.
It's been-here since the-TOT-of 1987,
it's been advertised in the Bangor Daily
News and in flyers around campus, and
it's located in 130 Nutting Hall.
If you want to know the shortest mute
from Maine to California, just get a road
atlas and talk to Jim Carlin, manager of
the Map Store.
If you're interested in the latitude of
any town, the elevation of any mountain,
or the number of maps existing on any
area, Carlin can find out for you.
If you're interested in canoeing the
Allagash River, the Map Store can provide you with information and possibly
full map _of_thr-area.
If you'd like to climb Mt. Katandin,
-they have maps of Baxter State Park. Or
ave brcvader interesit, such as
hiking the Rockies, or visiting other national state parks, just ask about it at the
Map Store.
Vivian Buckley of the Map Store displays some of the shop's items.
This type of information is available
through the Earth Science InTormation
Center (ESIC), an association establishestablished the store on campus.
ed to distribute public information.
"We're a non-profit organization and
Carlin can either call ESIC or use the
information source. We answer any ques
resources available at the Map Store to
lions people have. But we don't receive
answer any questions.
any funding from the university or the
"Unfortunately, not many students
government, so we sell maps to support
have used the Map Store. They don't
the store," Carlin said.
know that we're here," Carlin said.
The items sold at the Map Store var-Y The idea for the store came frcm the
from road, national park, thematic,_
United States Geological Survey
historic and topographic maps to aerial
(USGS), who wanted a state afflatein— photographs and digital information.
Maine. After contacting Louis Morir. an
Almost any map not in stock can be
instructor of forest resoureces and r.lw
special ordered, usually with a wait of
co-director of the Map Store, USGS
four to six weeks.
"A winner, a ravingly

staff photo by Scott Leclair

WHEN HARRY MET SALLY

romantic lark, brimming over
with style, intelligence and flashing wit. BillyCrystal
is hilarious. Meg Ryan is rip-roaringly funny."

Fall Semester
Student_Ieaching

-Peter Travers
Rolling Stone Magaiine

IF YOU HAVE NOT APPLIED
FOR STUDENT TEACHING,
YOU MUST DO SO
IMMEDIATELY AT THE
STUDENT TEACHING OFFICE,
INFORMATION DESK,
SHIBLES HALL
DEADLINE: February 9. 1990

Friday, February 2nd
Showtimes: 6:30 and 9:00 pm
Hauck Auditorium
$.50 with UMaine Student ID
$3.00 all others

—
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Campus Comics
Lunch

by Steven Kurth
Leis jusi- -take +hese
c+;ck-i °Ie cire5e5 off./

Black
Hist ry
Mo th off to
griind start
By John Begin
Staff Writer

Roscoe

by Ted Sullivan
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SHOE

by Jeff MacNelly

NFiJEiOKETBALL.

SK‘afx?

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
LET t•tE SEE 1OUR MIT1INS!
MERE, LOOK! FLECKS OF
BAK, PIECES OF GRptAL,
sFOTS Of WO, AND GRAtivli5
OF ICE.' fl4PT WAs
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The University of Maine kicked off
the start of Black History Month in
grand style Thursday, partici•an
telecommuniations program that'was
broadcast simultaneously to locations
across the country.
riiv-prosnxrrr,ttan.In, irDITI
the "American Experience" class at
Brewer High School were invited to join
UMaine students in viewing "Beyond
The Dream II," a two-hour long program -telebrating-The-arhireernentsBlack Americans in a variety of areas including education, history, civil rights
and politics, and art and literature.
The "American Experience" class
studies different cultural and ethnic
groups, focusing on a blend of American
history and literature.
Alice Thomas and Nancy Oldershaw,
who co-teach the class, both believed the
invitation made to their students was a
positive step in their education of other
people.
"It's definitely a positive thing,"
said Oldershaw. "They're learning to accept people for who they are."
The limited exposure that many Maine
igh school students have to different
ethnic groups often causes nonacceptance of those groups, Thomas
said.
"A lack of knowledge too often causes
a lack of acceptance. With knowledge
comes acceptance," she said.
Cheryl Daly, the assistant dean for
multi-cultural programs and one of the
coordinators of the events occurring durit hnge,, BhilgahcnksdcHh:ohteolr ud
inviting
ooandeMonth,
ehItsItosaid
t heoyr
students
cast in Alumni Hall was just "our way
of extending our services--t3-dle_comm unity."
was
Dream
oriFte many activitieed for the
month of February.
A Spike Lee film festival complete
with discussions on the films will begin
on Feb. 7, and will include the films
"School Daze," "She's Gotta Have
It," "Do The Right Thing," "The
Making Of `Do The Right Thing,
and "Joe's Bed-Stuy Barber — We Cut
Heads."
"Eye on the Prize," an eight-part
series documenting the events of the civil
rights movement, will be broadcast in
daily segments throughout the week of
Feb. 12 in the Memorial Union.
"The Late Great Ladies of Blues &
Jazz," a tribute to some of the stellar
female jazz and blues of the past, will
be performed by Sandra-Reaves Phillips
on Feb. 16 at the Maine Center for the
Arts.
Other events are also being planned to
sahtouwmathe
.
appreciation
for cultural diversity
Daly said that the amount of cooperation—Jay—various departments ansL__,
organizations on campus has helped to.
make the month's agenda successful. "You can't do it alone, you have to
have participation," she said. "We've
received so much cooperation that coordinatingtimes.g(even
(events) has been made quite
easy
"The people here at the University of
Maine are willing to help cultural
pluralism. It's a university-wide effort."
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Aspartame not completely hazard-free
Aspartame, a low- :alorie sweetner is
better known by it's brand name, NutraSweet. It is composed of two amino
acids, phenylalanine and aspartic acid,
and methanol. It is digested and
metabolized in the same manner as a
protein and provides 4 kcal/g, the same
amount as sugar. However, since aspartame is 180 to 200 times sweeter than
sugar, smaller amounts can be used to
give the same sweetness to foods.
Adverse reactions such as dizziness,

tame since they cannot metabolize the
amino acid, phenylalanine. The FDA requires that aspartame-sweeted product
carry the warning: "Phenylketonurics:
contains phenylalanine." High levels
of phenylalanine have been associated
with toxic and irreversible effects on the
fetus brain. Dr. Louis Elsas, director of
Medical Genetics at Emory University in
Atlanta, advises that pregnant women,
lactating mothers, and infants under the
age of six months of age avoid consum-

headaches, skin rashes, and nausea have
been reported to be associated with the
consumption of aspartame. The Centers
for Disease Control investigated these
reports and could not link the adverse
reactions to aspartame consumption.
Prior to its 1981 approval, aspartame was
tested more than any other food in the
history of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Individuals with
phenylketonuria (PKU), a genetic
disease, should avoid consuming aspar-

ing aspartame completely.
The FDA has set the acceptable daily
intake of aspartame at 50 mg/kg body
weight. One I2-ounce diet soda contains
approximately 150 mg of aspartame, so
a 132-pound adult would have to consume more than 18 cans of diet soda to
exceed the limit.
Aspartame does have limitations for
use in foods and beverages. It loses its
sweetness when exposed to high
(sec ASP/kill AME page 11)
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The policy goes onto state "the potential financial return and/or inkind services or product-s-is--far-ontweigned -by
the inclIngruity it would create within an
institution which is committes to addressing the problems of alcohol misuse.
Exceptions of this policy must be approved by the president of the university or his/her designee."
"We didn't want anyone to think that
alcohol should be tied into an athletic
event or can improve your performance," he said. "The principle of
not supporting alcohol for advertising is
an important one. We simply wanted to
send a message to the students," Dana
said.

win

Ioses are red,
Violets are blue,
nn ad in the Classifieds
.lays "I Love You"!

Hayes reiterated that there is an inconsistency with the university providing
substance abuse treatment while at the
same time making contracts with alcohol
distributors.
"In a university our primary mission
is education. I don't think we should be
in the business of promoting alcohol. On
one hand, you're trying to take care of
alcohol and on the other you're encouraging alcohol," Hayes said.
Hayes said he had hoped tor a
stronger vote supporting the resolution,
however, he said the finacial difficulties
of the state and university may have influenced some senate members.
"We're talking about $48,000. It's not
a lot of money. In terms of the university it's an amount they don't want to
lose," he said
UMaine President Dale Lick said he
welcomes the decision by the Faculty
Senate as well as input from the student
senate in determining a position concerning alcohol and the university.

Valentine's Day Personals
running Wednesfeb._14
message and money due Monday, Feb. 12
50 cents a line

35 characters per line
Name:
Phone:
Message:

"By the senate taking an action then
have to allow that action to become
university policy or turn it down, and say
why I turned it down. In this point in
time I don't know what the outcome is
going to be," Lick said.
C.J. Cole, student representative to the
Faculty Senate, said she was in favor of
the first point of the resolution but voted
against it entirely.
"The other two points did not have
enough information presented about
them. They didn't give enough details
about the possible repercussions it could
have on places like the Bears' Den. So
I opposed it," she said.
Hayes said the banner that currently
hangs in Alfond has about a year remaining on its contract which will prevent it from being taken down.
"I think at renewal time there will be
some serious Soul searching on whether
or not to open up and renew new contracts," he said.

Bring your message in to the

Maine Campus
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Editorial
AND NOW, LEE ATWATER .
NOT ME, THIS OTHER NEWER
LEE ATwATER

More domestic
spending

•

or

resident Bush said his $1.23 trillion proposed budget
for fiscal 1991 is an "investment in the future."
After cutting loans to college students, slashing federal
assistance for low-income families to pay heating bills, and
2-- •
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or promising one.
The overall budget demonstrates the administration's lack
of support for the needs of the people and a lack of concern
about critical issues facing
While Bush cut the defense spending by two percent (taking
inflation into account), the defense budget rose from $296.3
billion in 1990 to $303.3 billion in 1991.
While Bush wants to scrap "outmoded" military bases, he
proposes to continue needless government spending on high
tech star wars-type defense systems, ensuring that defense
contractors will continue to grow richer and fatter.
With democracy breaking out in Eastern Europe, and with
our ability to destroy ourselves and the planet many times
over, there is no excuse for not slashing the defense budget in
half, for starters.
Even with a paltry defense budget of $148 billion, the U.S.
military could still continue its "just cause" invasions of such
countries as Libya and Grenada.
While Bush proposed tightening the Clean Air Act, and
proposed tax breaks for child care, he also called for five new
B-2 stealth bombers, a SI billion Trident submarine, two intercontinental nuclear missile systems, and $900 million for the
Strategic Defense Initiative.
This type of defense spending at the expense of constructive programs and while there are hungry and homeless people, is irresponsible at best, and cruel at worst.
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Finding a way back
I gambled on a Media Law
quiz last Thursday, and lost.
An overabundance of
homework assignments in the
first two weeks of classes had
made the learning process more
of a chore than anything else. I
was almost positive that I was
going to have a quiz, but I was
struggling to complete other
assignments, so I skipped
Media Law, hoping that my
fears would not be realized.
Unfortunately, I was trying to
bluff with a pair of twos against
a full house. It just didn't work.
Already flustered by the missed quiz, the remainder of my
day unraveled into one of those
days where everything that
could possibly go wrong does.
I shuffled across campus with
my head down, completely
stressed out by school. The
emotional rollercoaster had
come to an abrupt halt, and I
was ready to quit school and
begin a life of flipping buriers
or pumping gas.
After much contemplation, I
thought of how my impression
of school had changed
drastically throughout the years.
What used to be the most exciting and enjoyable part of my
daily life was now nothing but
a burden, filled with important
decisions, anxiety, and uncertainty over future job
possibilities.
I longed for the days of
fingerpainting, show and tell,
and, recess three times a day.
Those days made learning fun.
I tried to shake my depression, but I couldn't. It was then
that I decided to call my nephew
Adam, a virtual "man of the
world" at the tender age of five.
"Hi Adam.
"Hi, Uncle John. Are you
coming over?"
"No buddy, I'm still at
school.

John Begin
I've got a lot of homework to
do, so I'm just going to talk to
you over the phone. Is that
o.k.?"
"Yeah, I guess so."
"How's school going,
Adam?"
"Good."
"Do you like school?"
"Yeah." It was obvious to me, by his
monosyllablic answers, that I
was asking the wrong questions.
Finally, I hit pavdirt.
"What do you do at school?"
"We finger paint, and have
show and tell, and story time.
It's hard for me to 'member all
the stuff we do."
Like all little kids, once
Adam started talking, he just
couldn't stop.
"I'm learning my letters.
know m and Land b...and S.
And I know my numbers from
one to 10. My teacher said we're
gonna have a shoelace club so
everyone can learn how to tie
their shoes. I already know how
to tie my shoes, but I keep
forgettin' to show
my
teacher."
Adam also informed me that
his kindergarten activities also
included doughnut-making
("little chocolate ones that we

made outta bread dough"),
mathematics ("Mommy been
helpin' me"), stories about a
king who couldn't get out of the
bathtub until the water was
drained out of it, and a week
dedicated to dinosaurs ("Miss
Carlson said they died because
of volcanoes").
It was obvious after talking to
him, that school was now the
most important thing in Adam's
life, and activities at home were
drab by comparison.
Adam was not just learning
about dinosaurs and fingerpainting. He was also learning
about life, and his childlike
curiosity was opening him up to
things he had never seen or
done before:
Each day brought something
new and exciting.
That is education in its purest
form. Commitments and
responsibilities often hide the
fact that this is what college is
all about, and the joy of learning something new becomes
almost insignificant compared
to getting art "A" on an exam,
and in turn, boosting the grade
point average.
As I hung up the phone, I
reminisced about snack time,
and recess, and riding the bus
to another fun-filled day of
school.
I knew that it was physically
impossible to return to those
fascinating days of long ago,
but there was nothing stopping
me from applying Adam's approach to school to my own
education.
College had taught me that
the grade is often more important than what is actually learned.
It took a five-year-old boy to
show me that just the opposite,
in fact, is true.
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Response
Just a few thoughts
To the editor:
I am writing this ,n response
to all editorials written by
everyone this semester. I have an
abundance of material to cover,
I mean, it isn't easy solving the
world's major problems in 450
words or less.
I thnuaht it %Lit-wadi,....I.".*"
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start with one of today's hottest
topics.. you guessed it, ABORTION. Since I don't wish to offend anyone, I've decided to
compromise_ Let's assume that
Pro-Lifers are correct in their
stance that life begins at conception. Now let's consider the
fact that it is legal to kill these
children. It stands to reason that
it would only be fair to make it
legal to kill children who are
already born. In fact, why not
kill them all . starting at four
years, heck I'm a liberal guy,
let's make it five years old. I
have to admit, I never did like
them anyway and let's face it, a
good babysitter is getting
harder and harder to find these
_
days.
It has occurred to me that
there would be an awful lot of
waste resulting from this goal of
mine to better civilization. Why
don't we throw them all into a
big pot, an organic soup, if you
will, then the evolutionists will
be able to see how it really all
began.
When they do finally figure
it all out, we'll declare it a holi-

day. While we are talking about
holidays, I have a few thoughts
on this subject too. 1. Columbus week. After all, it took him
a month to span the ocean. Can
we really thank him enough for
one day? George Bush's birthday...no. Scratch that thought.
Next I'd like to stop the war
see

rwry-

simple. G %.e them more
weapons.
Let's talk about capital
punishment-14 really hurts yOkif
feelings to kill a mass murdered
in an electric chair. That's OK.
I understand. We can deport
them to Nicaragua with the next
shipment of weapons. It can't
hurt to try, can it?
While we're dealing with
death, what is this Youth in
Asia thing? Well, it involves
death, I'm all for it.
About the issue of gcnder
neutrality, who really cares?
I know that there are still a
few problems I haven't covered
such as ozone depletion, the
cutting of the rain forests,
drug wars, nuclear disarmorment, lack of parking space at
UMaine, matress tag removal,
but don't worry, I know what to
do. Let's elect Mike Tyson as
president. He should be able to
handle it in three rounds or less.
Since I've been in an
enlightening mood lately, I
thought I'd give you a took at
what the 1990's hold for us.
First, George Bush will be

impeached from office after the
CIA uncovers his wife's true
identity as his mother.
Robin Givens will remarry
President Tyson thus becoming
First Lady.
Jim Bakker-will-be the nekt
head of the CIA from prison
and will aid Tammy Faye in her

The Maine Peace Action
Committee would like to invite
the university community to a
talk by Jaime Suriano, U.S.
Representative of the Farabundo Marti National Liveration
Front and the Democratic
Revolutionary
Front(FMLN/FDR) of El
Salvador. Speaking on Wednesday, February 6, 4:30 p.m. in 101
Neville, Mr. Suriano will discuss
recent events and the future of
war-torn El Salvador.
Despite negotiations between
the FMLN and the government
of WI Salvador, repression
against—student, labor, and
human rights leaders continued
to increase in the fall of 1989.
On October 31, the bombing of
the headquarters of the National Trade Union Federation
Workers
Salvadoran
of
(FENSTRAS) killed 10 and
wounded 30. According to
Tinela Legal, the human rights
office of El Salvador's Catholic
Church, the bombing was
perpetrated by right-wing death
squads associated with the
ARENA government. The act
prompted the largest FMLN offensive to date. With wide
popular support, the FMLN

has continued to attack government troops since November 11
intending to force serious
negotiations.
In San Salvador, government
troops, equipped with U.S.
military equipment and guided
by U.S. "trainers," responded
to the offensive by bombing
poor sections of the city producing 2,000 dead and 70,000
homeless. No such action was
taken when the FMLN occupied affluent neighborhoods.
The government's war against
the people continues.
After Tutela Legal and
America's Watch implicated
government soldiers in the killing of -tbe- six Jesuits on
November 15, the promise of
anotheer investigation was the
only prerequisite the U.S. Congress required to justify the final
approvalferr$40.3 million-in ai
to
the
"struggling
democracy." Only the cessation of all U.S. aid to El
Salvador will produce peace
negotiations. West Germany
has stopped aid, Spain suspended military credits, and the
Swedish Parliament is now
discussing a resolution to
declare support for the FMLN.
The MPAC Central America
Subcommittee believes the U.S.

The
Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries from
members of the university community. Letters should be 300 words or less, and commentaries about 450 words, in order to
verify the validity of letters, we must have
a name, address, and telephone number..
Although the newspaper welcomes
•
•..1 _
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Corp.
The Japanese, unsatisfied
with Columbia Pictures, will
buy Maine in order to take control of MPBN. Say "Good-bye'
to Mr. Rogers. Mr. Nakatomiis
going to be our new neighbor.
Zsa-Zsa will be our new Sec.
of Defense. Free housing will be
established for the Beverly Hills
homeless.
The next wall to come down
will be the Great Wall of China.
Pee Wee Herman will die
tragically after over dosing on
LSD.
The University of Maine will
commute to San Diego for_the
winter months beginning in
1991. All expenses will be
credited to Dale Lick's discretionary fund.
And finally, Rohin Williams
will take his place next to Abe
Lincoln on Mt. Rushmore after
his uplifting performance in the
remake of "Gone With the
Wind."
Dan Adams
Bangor campus

MPAC to have forum
To the editor:

•

WHEN WRITING...

should no longer support antidemocratic and repressive
governments in El Salvador and
elsewhere in Central America.
If you share these concerns orwish to learn more about U.S.
involvement abroad, please join
us. MPAC meets Tuesdays, 4:00,
and the Central America Subcommittee meets Wednesdays,
4:30, in the Maples.
Steven Baier-Anderson
MPAC Cental America
Subcommittee

Washington Mayor
MARION BARRY

unless a special arrangement for withholding
the name has been made with the editor.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste, and libel.

Black Bear Fund
for athletics only
lb the editor
Steven Pappas' front-page
story of Wednesday, January 31
on additional funding for the
Office of Development contained an inaccurate statement.
The article stated that "The
Black Bear Fund collects all annual gifts, and annuities that
come to the university from
private donors. The money can
be designated for athletics or
academics, by the donor."
Those statements better
describe the Annual Alumni
Fund that is administered by the
Alumni Association. Donors to
the Annual Alumni Fund
sometimes designate all, or a
portion of, their gift for athletic
support. On the other hand,
monies raised through the Black
Bear Fund are designated exclusively for athletic purposes.
Our non-profit, privatelychartcied Alumni Association is
independently managed by an
Alumni Board of Directors.
This year, our Annual Giving

Program is coordinated under
the direction of Sally G. Vamvakias '63, National Campaign
Chairperson.
All funds raised-are directed
as the donor instructs, or in the
case of non-designated giving,
are funneled to need areas at the
University of Maine, as directed
by our Board of Directors.
Some of these funds are raised by student phonathon
volunteers.
We work closely with the
Black Bear Fund because it supports a level of athletic excellence that probobly would
not be possible if funding were
available only from the state,
students and athletic gate
receipts.
Thank you for this opportunity to make your readers
aware of the difference between
the Annual Alumni Fund and
the Black Bear Fund.
H. Maxwell Burry '57
Executive Director

etter was
rassing
•

To the editor:
A friend of mine informed
me of a letter that had to do
with two of my pet peeves: censorship and gay/lesbian
rights.( The Maine Campus,Fn.
Jan.26, 1990, pg. 9). I ran to the
nearest newspaper bin and
discovered to my horror my
friend spoke the tritth; gays and
lesbians were trying to utilize
censorship in order to prevent
words they find "offensive"
from being printed.
I flew off the walls. My comments are directed at the whole
lesbian/bisexual/gay community, of which I am a proud
member. How do you expect
people to be more accepting of
us if we refuse to be accepting
of others? Censorship is censorship, no matter whose hands

aim it, or who they aim this
most disgusting weapon at!
Right next to the letter, the
"Members of the Committee
for Lesbian/Bisexual/Gay Concerns" sent to the editor was a
political cartoon satirizing Gorbachev. I might have been offended by this, but I'm not going to order they no longer
satirize Gorbachev to cater to
Me. People have the right to free
speech, and the cartoonist of
"Lunch" has it as well as anyone
else. I'm sure he wasn't trying to
take a stab at gays, and even so,
what right have we to censor
him?!? Comment on his work
(negatively even) fine, but this
letter seemed out of line. I'm
embarassed that someone might
equate this letter with me.
Lizz Cannon

g
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UMaine chess club wins big out west
Club takes first place in Pan American Intercollegiate Chess Championship in UT
By Laurie House
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Chess team
took first place in Class A of the Pan
American Intercollegiate Chess Championships held in Salt Lake City over
Christmas break.
In what several players cited as "the
toughest tournament ever," including
five teams at master level, the chess team
tied for 7th-lIth overall. Their performance was "beyond all expectations"

• $200 from the Bangor Daily News
Charity Foundation',
•$100 from John Halstead, Vice President for Student Affairs.
Playing first board (the team's best
player) was Jarod Bryan, chess club
president and acting team captain. Bryan
was rated at the expert level before the
conference, placing him within the top
1 percent of all tournament competitors.
Bryanis a math major looking into
graduate work next year. He began competing during his sophomore year at

said.
Roland Gehrels is from the
Netherlands and is working on his doctoral thesis in geology at UMaine. Playing third board in Utah, he won 50 percent of his matches, scoring two wins,
two losses and a tie.
Gehrels has been competing for 10
years "off and on'and compareilhe
game with life; a place to "develop your
ideas."
Alan Brooks, who beat Stephen
Thompson for fourth board as oppos,•

Portland Open this January. Kopec is
only one step from the highest rank of
"Grand Master."
Kopec came to the University of
Maine in 1986 as a professor of computer science. He occasionally teaches
courses in his specialty: computer chess
and artificial intelligence.
Kopec's primary complaint with chess
at UMaine is its "trivialized" status. He
alS6Said he Tech thank failure tot-mitpensate a coach causes the chess club to
be taken less seriously.

preciates the "aesthetics of...a good
forestry engineering on' a four-year
game."
scholarship.
Bryan also competed in the Pan
Brooks scored one Via,two losses andAmerican conference his first year at
one-Fe at the-Pan At •kall Lolikielice.
UMaine. His performance as first board
Stephen Thompson went 1-2 for three
in 1986 consisted of six wins and two
games in his role as alternate for the
losses, compared to 3-3 in Salt Lake City.
team in Salt Like City.
Bryan said that he hopes the success
The team is coached strictly-through
of this year's team will generate interest
volunteer efforts by George Cunnin the club.
ingham, Danny Kopec, and Harvey
To help with the fundraising, Bryan
Brimmer.
held his first simultaneous chess exhibiGeorge Cunningam is a professor of
tion on Dec. 13 in Estabrooke Hall.
mathematics at UMaine. Harvey BrimDuring this exhibition, Bryan played
mer is a retired philosophy professor
14 chess games at once; winning 11, loswho now acts as chief tournament direcing two and tying once, earning $60.
tor for the Eastern Maine Chess
- Association. He organizes at,least one
The second board position was oe----cupied by Peter Markiewicz, who went tournament a month in the Damn
4-2 to earn the most points for his team. Yankee, which tend to attract students,
Markiewicz, an English major who faculty and competitors from
transferred to UMaine, began playing throughout the state.
chess at age 12 with his father.
Danny Kopec acts as the unofficial
What keeps him playing?
and unpaid head coach of the UMaine
"That feeling you get when you just team. He is an internationally-ranked
calculated the winning variation," he chess master and co-champion of the

difficulty in defining a catergory for
chess. He claims that the game "falls
between the arts, science and sports,"
causing it -to- be ter our all Mudd:
"I'm disappointed that my talent as a
chess player and teacher is wasted
here," Kopec said.
He proposed a chess program when he
arrived three years ago and would like
to see more events scheduled for the club.
Last semester the club put out a fivepage flyer outlining their activities.
The contents of the flyer include a
description of their trip to Harvard in
October to see the World Champion.
Returning with them was Hans
Berliner, 1 Correspondence — Chess
Grandmaster and the designer of the top
rated computer chess program
HITECH.
Kopec and Brimmer said attendance
at the club meetings has been up this
year and the team invites any interested
parties to 3top by Estabrooke Hall at 7
p.m. on Wednesday nights.

-CL••••••...

Stanford, and Berkley, according to team
member Roland Gehrels.
The Pan American Chess Conference
iriteld midway and 'consisfi Of three
divisions: Expert level, Class A and Class
B. Divisions are determined by ratings
calculated with the average performance
of players. The Maine team competed in
Class A.
The chess club's fundraising sent the
minimum of four players and one alter
nate to Salt Lake City from Dec. 27
through 30.
Contributions totalled $2,260, paying
for four days of morning and afternoon
chess rounds.
Money for the WO came hem 'the
following sources:
• $750 from the Alumni AssociatioN
• $500 from President Lick's Discie'tionary Fund;
$350 from the Student Activities
tional 'Ravel Fund;
0
from Greg Brown, Vice President
•
of Res4.larch and Public Service;

'

C

num!

•

Sh*ifting not a big problem at bookstore
store clerks are fastening the shirts to the
Shoplifting is aot oi4ie increase at
bears with plastic tags.
the University Bookstore, but 'he sales
"I think it helps. Now people are not
staff is aware of the prob
"We have to watch, but it sn't bad, ripping the shirts off the bears and putreally. The students are pretty le od," ting them on other bears to coordinate
thier own outfit," said Laura Wart4 said Ginny Taylor, store clerk. \
store clark.
The problem areas at the book
The bookstore staff says that one maare medicine, teddy bear shirts, casse
tapes and pins, according to one jor deterrent to shoplifting is the
\bookdrop area. People entering the store
bookstore employee.
ust drop their knapsacks and
"We will find an empty box in another
area of the store," said George Ash, b kbags off in cubbyholes.
ost of it (the shoplifting) is handlbookstore security officer.
To deter people from transferring a ed at e front of the store where they
shirt from one teddy bear to another, have t leave their backpacks at the

bookdrop," Ash said.
"The preventive measures help. The
According to Ash, most people know
success depends on the awareness of the
that they must leave their bags in the
sales staff, which is where 9(Yoe the tips
bookdrop area.
some from," Cole said.
"The people realize that what they
Since September, four people have
have to do to enterthe store is to put the------asught shoplifting—in—The store.
bags away. Most people do not argue.
They were funior high school students
"Overall it is very difficult for people
on a class trip, according to Ash. The
who want to steal something," Ash
student's counselor and parents were
said.
notified.
"We have 20 cameras monitoring the
Cole prefers having people who
store, a full-time security officer, and
shoplift do community service work as
clerks who are aware of what is going
opposed to prosecution.
on," said Sharon Cole, manager of
the bookstore.

Memorial Union

Attenti•n Veterans
V.A. regulatio s require that
you verify enrol ent status on
periodic asis.

REC CENTER
The Best in
Bowling
Billiards
Video Game

Maine Boun

Accordingly. the following times nd places have
been arranged for your conveni e starting on
February 5 and ending on
rY 9.

ORONO CAM1C'US
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to :30 p.m.
Veterans Affairs Office Wingate HIl

BANGOR CAMP S
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30
Bookstore
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Chi Omega moves into Beta House
"It's the best experience," said newly appointed Chi Omega President Sue
Baines. "We have all gotten closer. Of
course there have been minor problems,
This semester, Chi Omega will be exbut we've worked through them!'
periencing Greek life a little differently
Twenty-two of Chi Omega's 48
than they have in the past.
members reside in the newly rennovated
Three weeks ago, Chi Omega moved
building.
from their previous quarters in the base"A house is tons of responsibility,"
ment of Balentine Hall to the former
said Chi Omega member Joanne Young.
Beta Theta Pi house, located between
"We never dreamed of how much
Hancock Hall and Sigma Nu.
responsibility it is. ",
The opportunity to house UMaines
Included among the new responsecond sorority OD campus(Pi Beta PhL._
are the assigning of -house
sibilities
is the first) occurred when the Beta
hiring
a cook and a live-in adduties,
vacate
the
forced
to
was
chapter
Theta Pi
visor, and establishing an alumni house
house after losing university recognition
--fOr a 1988 hazing incident, as reported- torporOTTOTt.
"It's a whole different job," said
by The Daily Maine Campus last spring.
former Chi Omega President Yvonne
Also, a police raid in December of
88 uncovered Arugs and gambling- Duboise."A whole different responsibility.'
,
records in the Beta house,soliciifying_the
- Beta Theta Pi Alumni Association,
fraternity's eviction.
owner of the house being leased by Chi
Last summer, UMaines Student AcOmega, has "helped out with a number
questivities Office promptly sent out
of fixed costs," said Hayes.
tionnaires to four sororities who had exContributions from Beta Alumni and
pressed interest to rent a house for their
advanced
house rent from Chi Omega
chapter.
have been used to improve the facility,
Three sororities responded; however
which was under renovations last
Chi Omega was the first to send in a repsemester
to prepare for the sorority's
ly with a list of conditions to a lease. The
move-in three weeks ago, according to
sorority settled a two-and-one-half-year
Hayes and Duboise.
lease agreement with the university and
Beta alumni have been extremely supthe Beta Theta Pi Alumni Association.
during Chi Omega's transition
portive
the
things
with
out
"We tried to work
moving into the house, according to
first sorority that came forward with a
Baines.
lease arrangement," said Ken Hayes,
"They have been more than helpful.
science
political
head of UMaine's
If we have a problem with anything we
department. "We tried to be as fair as
call them up," she said.
we could to all parties.
Approximately $35,000 has been spent
"I was pleased to work with the
on reconstruction thus far, including exrepresentatives of Chi Omega. They were
tensive wall repair, installment of closets
so interested and excited" to be able to
in all bedrooms and refurnishing the
rent the house.
By Erika Hurtubise
Staff Writer

WMEB 91.9 FM : Radio-Free Orono
For progressive, alternative, jazz, blues, reggae, and
classical music, sports action, special shows and events,
and just a whole bunch of other cool things to listen
to, tune 'em in 7 days a week!

bathroom.

girls because they want to be a part of
Chi Omega and not because they want
the house," said Young.
Living in a house definitely has its advantages, and Chi Omega fully intends
to use this new-found freedom to their
advantage.
"We have a lot more options since we
have the house," said Baines.
Also, with the support of the university behind them, Chi Omega iS even
more excited to positively extend

there are still many
"finishing touches" to be taken care of,
said Young, also president of UMaines
Panhellenic Council.
Chi Omega has received positive support from the entire Greek System, and
the sorority feels more involved with the
UMaine community.
This week, Chi Omega has been
undergoing several rush functions and
has seen an increased interest in their
sorority.
"It's -been overwhelming," said
Duboise, public relations representative
for the Panhellenic Council at UMaine.
However,

--evc wvrc t.

'

-themselves ta-the community:
"I think the possibilities are definitely there," said Young. "Especially
y -wants tohelp sororities. At least 'knowing that
they are willing to help us and give us
guidance is. a really big step for
tttern.-

--tiliV-TMETty
StrroWing-nrett-Mr-

(rushees)," said Young.
All three members are very excited
about the increased interest,
"It's very important to us that we gff--

•Aspartame
temperatures for an extended period of
time and when decomposed in solution.
Decomposition is a gradual process,
however, and it may take as long as 4-6
months for some diet sodas to lose their
sweetness.
There is no direct correlation between
aspartame consumption and weight loss.
Individuals still need to control their
overall food intake to attain positive
results with weight loss. The American

(continued from page 7)

Dietetic Association advises individuals
to use moderation in their consumption
of these products, as well as naturally
sweetened foods. Aspartame-sweetened
products can add variety to the diets of
individuals, but should never replace
natural foods. Consumption of natural
foods is necessary in order to provide all
of the valuable nutrients that are essential for a healthy life.
Renee Bolduc

STUDY AWAY FAIR
— •„tr.- 4/
ASIR tallia7

URI ISI NO /14,
AN
Air
"
""*.m!".
11,31M/Foroc.C-0

Re-scheduled

le who
work as

EtEDDYS

Tu.esday, February 6
2:30- 7 pm
Memorial Union
Damn Yankee
STUDY ABROAD

FRIDAY - Willy_Kelly Band
TGIF Happy Hour
4 - 7 FREE Food
TUESDAY - 17 & Up Dance Night
Alchohol Served With I.D.

throughout thew_O
-1".

NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE

throughout the USA

Snow date in case of another stormThursday, February 8

,
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•Kellogg
in the project by critical players all over
the state.'
According to Killacky, the project will
be carried out in -three regions of the
state chosen by a review of proposals
submitted by county extension offices.
"I am personally thrilled to report to
you that ten of the 16 counties in this
state participated in this proposalwriting process. And indeed, if !here had
not been some extuating circumstances
in the other six counties, all 16 would
have been involved.
"This certainly suggests that the
Kellogg project is responding to a real
-

(continued from page 1)

and major need in the state of
growth, development and youth-at-risk
Maine," he said.
issues!'
Killacky said that the regions chosen
. Lick said UMaine has a major role in
the state's leadership development.
are Washington, Knox, Lincoln and
Waldo, Oxford and Cumberland
"One of the major responsibilities of
Counties.
a land-grant university is to reach out
"In Washington County the thrust of
across the state and try to help each area
the leadership training will be targeted
of the state help itself. We can't reach out
at Quoddy Job Opportunities. In Knox,
and do things for people. We have to
Lincoln and Waldo Counties the efforts
help them do things for themselves,"
will be targeted at the communities on
he said.
the St. George and Damariscotta River _ Lick said a "special relationship" exwatershed areas!' he said.
ists between the Kellogg Foundation and
"In Cumberland and Oxford, small
UMaine.
rural communities will be discussing
"Over the years we've had a very warm

Police Blotter
Compiled by Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer
John F. Entwistle, 22,21 Scribner
Road, Patten, was arrested on Jan.
16 and charged with operating a
motor vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor. He is
scheduled to appear in 3rd District
Court in Bangor on Feb. 2.
William E. Bowerman, 22,48 Mill
St., Orono, was arrested on Dec. 31
and charged with operating after
suspension. He is scheduled to appear
in 3rd District Court on Bangor on
Feb. 2.
James A. Higgins, 27, 24, Main
St., Orono, was summonsed on Dec.
21 for illegal attatchment of plates,
failure to display proof of insurance

and operating after suspension. 4e_is
scheduled to appear in 3rd District
Court in Bangor on Feb. 2.
Craig Fendersoni -.11, 62 Sylvan
St., Brewer, was summonsed on Dec.
10 for assault and disorderly conduct.
He is scheduled to appear in 3rd
District Court in Bangor on Jan. 16.
Joseph F. Sangiuliano, 19, address
given as the University of Maine, was
summonsed on Dec. 21 for criminal
mischief at Cumberland Hall. He is
scheduled to appear in 1rd District
Court in Bangor on Feb. 23.
Gregory R. Lamoy, 20, 333 Stod-'
der Hall, was summonsed on Dec. 27
for illegal possesion of alcohol by a
minor. He is scheduled to appear in
3rd District Court in Bangor on Feb.
23.

ADD A BOOKSHELF TO YOUR WORD PROCESSING
AT FOGLER LIBRARY

MICROSOFT
BOOKSHELF
WHAT:

Transfer text from any of 10 reference works to your
V.'9-rfeci Document
-The American Heritage Dictionary
-Bartlett's Familiar Quotations
-Business Information Sources
-The Chicago Manual of Style
-Forms and Letters
foughton Mifflin Spelling Verifyer
-I loughton Mifflin Usage Alert
-Roget's Thesaurus
-The World Almanac and Book of Facts
-Zip Code Directory

WHERE:

WHEN:

In six dedicated stations in the Information Services Area
near the East Entrance of Fogler Library (across from
Memorial Union).

relationship, a supportive relationship...Kellogg's has been very, very
helpful throughout the country in trying to help rural Americans do better," he said.
Lick said the timing for, the grant
could not be better in view of current
Maine fiscal problems.
"Knowing that there will be certain
things that we will not be able to do in
the next two years with state funds, it's
nice to have funds coming from outside
the state, coming from beyond the taxpayers' dollars, to work on the problems
of the citizens of Maine," he said.

Peace Studies-Program
finacl-rs ing_
13) Jonathan Bach
Staff %idler
Recent shortfalls in the state's budget
have caused many departments and programs to rethink they way they spend
money. While the Peace Studies Program
at the University of Maine is no exception, its members aren't necessarily asking President Dale Lick for more money.
Members and supporters of the Peace
Studies Program gathered in the Hilltop
conference room Wednesday to discuss
ways to keep their programs going in
spite of what Emily Markides, the program's interim director, called a
"crisis."
The "crisis" Markides referred to was
a deficit in the program's budget caused
when forms for four free-match positions were incorrectly filled out.
"There was no instruction from the
work-study program on how to fill them
out," she said.
Because of the mix-up, the program's
budget was billed for $2,000, half of the
program's operating budget and an
unexpected charge which sent it into a
deficit.
The deficit situation forced the program to lay off its secretary, cancel a trip
to the Middle East, and to sell one of its
old photocopiers.
The group on. Wednesday discussed
ideas for fundraising and support.
Such ideas included a Peace Studies
yard sale, in which supporters would give
up an item or two to sell, a Peace Studies
dance, direct mail that would appeal to
citizens for donations or support, a
"flower day" in which flowers would be
sold to be worn on the lapelle, and the
establishment of an advisory board comprised of "people who have sustained"
the program and who would be willing
to endorse and support it.
Lick gave $1,000 to the program to unfreeze its account and ensure its function

in the short term, but the members and
supporters wilcontinue to work toward_
fundraising and obtaining an endorsement of the program by the university.
Bill Whitaker and two other members
of the steering committee met with Lick
Thursday.
"He was very attentive," Whitaker
said. "He asked us to provide more information. It was a very, very supportive and positive meeting and we came
away feeling very good."
Although Markides emphasized that
the program would not appeal to Lick
for additional funding, the group decided to write letters to him indicating their
support of the program.
"We acknowledge there are budget
problems, but we don't want to contribute to them," said Kathryn
Grzelkowski, a member of the program's
Steering Committee.
"But we can't say that we can support
ourselves. We need not only verbal endorsement, but monetary endorsement
from the community."
Markides said,"we want to remain in
operation with a minimum budget,"
she said. "But without the endorsement
of the college, it makes it difficult for
us."
She explained that an endorsement of
the program by the university would
bring support from outside UMaine.
Whitaker said that a strategy of the
program's members shoud be to voice
support.
"We are responding to cuts by showing our support so the cuts would be
minimized," he said. "The time people are taking to come out represents
strength we have in the program."
Markides said, "to see so much commitment of people coming together...it's
very nurturing, life-sustaining."
"You can not stop a current from
flowing," she said. "We shall overcome. I'm convinced."

Whenever the Library is open.

MainTech Business Center
WHO:
,

HOW:

Anyone with a 5 1/4" floppy diskette and a-knowledge of
WordPerfect.
As easy as pressing <left shift> <alt>.
A tutorial is available at each station.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CALA,
CRiference Librari3n, 5g1 - 1674
15iCk-S-waii-

- Professional Resume Service
- Typing Service
- Copies Made
866-3795
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Sports
Providence meets UMaine in rematch
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer

photo by Doug Vanderweide

The last time the University
of Maine and Providence College hockey teams met at Alfond Arena, a trip to the final
four was on the line.
It took three days and a goal
in the second overtime by thenfreshman Martin Robitaille in
natirmat
the thini02m.. co'
quarterfinal series to send
UMaine to its second straight
final four appearance.
The two teams will meet
-again this weekend, and even
though it's not time for the
NCAA tournament, the games
will be important to the Hockey
East standings.
Currently, Providence is in second place in HE with a 7-3-3
record (17-4-3, overall) while
UMaine is in fifth place at 7-5-1
(21-7-2 overall.)
UMaine head coach Shawn
Walsh said his team has to look
at the rest the season game by
game.
"I want to approach each
game one by one, and not really worry about who we are playing," he said.
Providence head coach Mike
McShane said goaltending is

UMaine's Martin Robitaille scores the game-winning goal against Providence in the decisive game
of the NCAA quarterfinals last year at Alfond Arena. The Black Bears won that game 4-3 and
will meet the Friars for a two-game Hockey East series this weekend at home.

going to be the focus this
weekend.
"The whole key As goaltending," he said. "Because of
their strong goaltending,
UMaine might be a little better
-=team than us."
Black Bear goalies Scott King
and Matt DelGuidice are both
impressive
coming
off
performances.
DelGuidice_i10-2. 3.29 GAA)
cornirig-bfrin-save performance in UMaine's 3-2 OT victory over Northeastern. King
(11-5-2. 2.84 GAA)had 20 saves
against. NLI in theiclawin laqt
weekend.
In that game, King picked up
the 60th win of his career. Also,
King's next game in goal will be
the 100th of his career.
The Friars have split the playing time in goal between seniors
Matt Merten (7-1-2, 2.41 GAA)
and Mark Romaine (8-2-1, 2.91
GAA).Coach Walsh said that
defense is also going to play a
big role in the series.
"The defensive intensity of
our forwards is going to be a
key," Walsh said. "If they
play well defensively, it will
(see FRIARS page 15)

Ex-UMaine player, Gott returns as NU Huskie
This time however, Gott will not be
helping UMaine to a victory. As a firstyear assistant coach at NU, she will be
The more things change, the more be helping the Huskies attempt to earn
they stay the same for Lauree Gott, a regular season split with the Black
University of Maine graduate and Bears, and former teammates Cathy
Iaconeta and Beth Sullivan.
former women's basketball standout.
Gott, a humorist who had great suc-,_ As a player Gott_is_ described by
former teammates and coaches as an incess along with many injuries as a
player at UMaine, will return to UMaine stinctive overachiever who rose above the
Saturday happy, successful, and still occasion to excel.
Former UMaine coach Peter Gavett,
injured.
The Old Town native who graduated who instructed Gott for three seasons
in 1987 after scoring 1,387 points in her said Lauree performed at a level above
career as a-Black Bear, will be in "the her physical talents.
"She was a great game player. It is a
Pit" for the UMaine-Northeastern
credit and compliment to her that she
University contest at 2 p.m.
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer

could perform above her abilities," he
said.
Gavett credited Gott with being a
pioneer for the successful UMaine
women's basketball team.
"She played in the era when we were
producing 20-plus Win seasons and were
drawing a lot more people. She helped
build UMaine basketball into what it is
today," he said.
Gavett recalled a game versus Dartmouth College that typified Gott's style
of play. He said both teams were enjoying winning seasons and Gott, with two
injuries, wasn't even scheduled to suit for
the game. She did, she played, and
she scored a career-high 34 points. "It

showed her courage and heart. It was a
typical Lauree Gott game: not pretty but
she got the job done," he said.
Eileen Fox, lecturer in physical education and coach of the UMaine team
when Gott was a freshman, described
her as "a superb defensive player and one
who had the ability to be in the right
place at the right time.
I was glad to get ahold of her (as a
recruit). I had seen her in summer camps
and watched her progress. I knew she
had great potential. She was very
coachable, got along with everybody,
and was the type of player you could
count on."
(see GOTT page 14)

After missing a month of
practice and one meet, University of Maine swimmer Stacey
Seabrease is more than making
up for lost time.
The senior sprint-freestyle
specialist has won every
50-meter freestyle .race she's
been in since her return to meet
competition three weeks ago.
She's also turning in her best
times ever in the 100 free.
Before the swim season
started, Seabrease had decided
not to swim during her senior
year.

She wanted to concentrate on
her major (public administration) and devote more time to
her studies. Her late start came
after she reconsidered her decision and rejoined the team.
"It didn't really hit me how
much 1 missed it (swimming)
until I read an article on the
team's first meet in the (Maine)
Campus," Seabrease said.
"I felt lonely because most of
my friends are on the team. I
realized how big a part of my
life swimming was."
Another reason Seabrease
returned was she found that
swimming helped her to study
(see SWIM page 15)

3A¢C1 iq

By Andrew Neff
Staff Writer

moilo

Seabrease at home
I in water at UMaine

Stacey Seabrease is on her way to winning the 50-yard freestyle in a recent meet. The senior is
making her mark since returning to competition three weeks ago.
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(continued from page 13)

As a freshman and sophomore in
1982-83 and 1984-85 (she missed the
1983-84 season due to an injury) she
came off the bench to help the Bears to
respective 16-12 (Maine State Champions) and 21-9 campaigns.
As a junior she averaged 14.9 points
a game for the 22-7 squad and as a
senior captain in 1986-87 she pumped in
17.4 ppg and grabbed 7.3 rpg for the
24-4 team.
As a senior Gott earned All-New
England and All-Seaboard Conference
honors and along the way set three
UMaine basketball records.
Between graduation in 1987 and
becoming an assistant at NU in 1989,
Gott achieved considerable sorernasihe
junior varsity coach at Central High
School and as head coach of the Husson
College women's team.
•*" An education major at UMaine, Gott
taught second grade at East Corinth
Elënièiitary School- for -one-year-while
coaching the junior varsity team.
"It was a big adjustment (from playing at UMaine to coaching at the high
school level) but I was fortunate because
I had a good group of kids that I knew
from summer camps," she said.
Upon graduating from UMaine Gott
said she didn't anticipate coaching at the
college level.
"Kissy (Mary) Walker (Maine '86,
friend, and teammate) and I talked
about it and said we would be high scool
coaches and coach against each other in
the (state) tournament," she said.
Gott said how she came to hear of,
apply for, and get the job at Husson was
humorous.
"Kissy applied for the job and told me
about it. I said 'no'. Then, I did it for
the heck of it and got it.(Laugh) We had

agreed beforehand though that if one of
us got it we would hire the other as assistant," she said.
Last year with Gott at the helm
Husson finished 26-2 before losing in the
district national tournament to St.
Thomas Aquinas.
After that record-breaking season NU
coach Joy Malchodi offered Gott an
assistant job with her program. She
accented.
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"It was very hard leaving Husson after
such a great season. I miss the team but
it was the right step coming here. It's a
great opportunity for me and a great opportunity for Kissy at Husson. I've
IeaxiwLn much her Inv has a_ riampietely different coaching style and I'm
seeing a whole side of the game I never
saw before," she said.
It was a big adjustment though for
Gott to go from a head coach to an
assistant coach:"I used to run the show, run Practices,
and did what I wanted. Now I carry out
what Joy wants done. The biggest thing
for an assistant is loyalty. Joy makes it
easier though because she is great about
listening."
Walker described Gott as a very intense coach.
"She instilled commitment in the
Husson players and program. Some people can't believe she is a coach because
she is so easy going, but on the court she
is serious," she said.
Gott said her experiences at UMaine
taught her a great deal about the game
of basketball. "Her tremendous success
as a coach is the result of her instinct,
court awareness, and competitive
drive," said Gavett.

Only two units left
for Spring Semester
Hubbard Farms
Brand new 2 bdr., 1% bath luxurious
timelhouse apartments located within Yr
mile of campus in quiet serene setting.
Amenities include: architecturally
designed buildings, fully applianced
kitchens include, microwam washer, dryer
in every unit. Spectaculfr fire placed
living rooms with cathedral ceilings and
french doors leading to private decks.
Large specious rooms, quality throughout,
skylights, easily Oronis finest development.
Rents start at t700.00 a month with January's
rent free plus free cable TV hookup Call now
for your private showing.
Now accepting applications
for Fel 1990

Maine Suburban Properties
Telephone: 884-7464
Ask for &ward Ames
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Former UMaine star Lauree Gott returns to Orono as an assistant for NU.
Those "bad things" include having
Gott said as a player she strove to
have fun and as a coach she tries to her car broken into and being hit by a
car this fall.
teach.
Plans to return to Maine this summer
"I thought I was a wild woman
(coaching) until I came here. I'm not a to do basketball camps and visit friends
Bobby Knight or anything. I believe in is a high priority of Gott's. Gott said she
teaching more than anything. You can't is nervous and excited about her
play well until you understand what you Homecoming to UMaine Saturday and
is glad to be playing in "the Pit."
are doing and why," she said.
After the UMaine-NU game, Gott
Gott said her duties at NU consist of
said
she plans to participate in the
players
in
with
post
working
recruiting,
UMaine Alumni game_
practice, and assisting during games.
Walker said however, that Gott has
Living in the city and coaching at the
two
nagging injuries and probably
wonderful.
said,
is
Division I level, Gott
"I shouldn't like it here from all the should not play.
The more things change...
bad things that have happened to me,
but I do," she said.

WomenIsiloop team to face
Northeastern Huskies in Pit
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
Despite beating Northeastern University by 32 points earlier this season, the
University of Maine women's basketball
team is anticipating a competitive contest with the Huskies Saturday at 2 p.m.
in Memorial Gymnasium.
"I don't think it will be as easy as it
was there. Anytime we play Nor.:
theastern, they come to play,: said
UMaine coach Trish Roberts.
Jan. 6 in Boston the Lady Black Bears
defeated the Huskies 69-37. Rachel
Bouchard, who surpassed the 1500-point
mark in Saturday's contest with Central
Michigan, led UMaine past the Huskies
with 27 points and 10 rebounds. Julie
Bradstreet dished out six assists in the
contest.

Northeastern assistant coach Lauree
Gott (UMaine graduate 1987) said it
takes time for the new NU players to adjust to Northeastern's style of defense.
"All we play is man-to-man. As the
season progresses the team improves.
We're real young and our underclassmen
have had a hard time learning it," she
said.
Northeastern, who split with UMaine
in last year's regular season, defeated the
number one ranked Bears in a Seaboard
Conference semifinal contest at
Memorial Gymnasium 60-47.
Roberts said additional factors would
help make the game interesting.
"I think there will be an incentive factor to not get beat by that large a margin
again. Northeastern-Maine has been a
(see HUSKIE page 16)

rniumpbaNt Assembly Of qob Cbuitcb
(*.summand
At 67 Colleqe Ave.
SuNtey Scliool 9:30
Wonsliip SERVICE 10:30
Please call Paston JotiN Waist)at
966-7775
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(continued from page 13)

captain after her return to the team, but
because it forced her to budget her time
that didn't bother her.
effectively.
"I think that's part of the reason I've
"With all the free time I had, I found
been having such a good year,"
it was harder for me to get motiviated
Seabrease said. "I had a lot of the
to study," Seabrease said.
pressure taken oft me since I wasn't a
If she ever needed a little extra motivacaptain."
tion to study, this is the semester for it.
Without that added pressure,
,Seabrease is taking an I8-credit-hour
Seabrease has won all three of the 50 free
course load in order to graduate in May.
races she's been in and has met the quali"This is the biggest load I've taken.
fying times for the New England ChamNormally. I take 12-14 credit hours so
pionships in the 50 and 100 freestyle
this will be a tough semester,"
events.
Seabrease said.
Her quick rebound from missing a
She also plans to attend graduate
month of practice hasn't really surprisschool next year to obtain her Master's
ed her coach.
Degree in public administration.
motivare
U -TO
s
K
At The end ofTast season, Seabrease ' --r
her," Jeff Wren said. "It also helps
and fellow senior Dana Billington were
that she's a sprinter. It would have been
named team co-captains. After
harder for a distance swimmer to get
Seabrease told head coach Jeff Wren of
back into form so_qttickly."
her decision not Lo—swim Billinsdon
Seabrease has already achieved some
became the only senior and lone captain
of the goals she set for herself and is
on the team.
aiming for new ones already.
Seabrease was not re-named as a co•■••ddE
=iia,
•a

•••••- •.mmi•-

-aAl•••
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•Friars
(continued from page 13)
make it that much easier for our
defensemen."
Offensively, the Black Bears
are led by freshman right winger
Jean-Yves Roy (29-12-41),
freshman center Jim Montgomery (1-3-25-38) and
sophomore left winger Scott
Pellerin (14-21-35).
The Friars are led by the line
of senior left winger Rick Bennett (12-22-34), sophmore
center Mike Babcock (12-23-35)
and sophomore right winger-Rob Gaudreau (15-17-32).
"We have to play solid,

"I'd like to be one of the top eight
swimmers in the 50 free at New
Englands. I want to swim in the final
heat there," she said.
She also has some team goals she's
shooting for.
"I want to prove to other teams that
we're a team they should be afraid
of:" Seabrease said.
In addition to contributing valuable
meet points, Seabrease has helped team
morale with her positive attitude.
"She's been very up in the practices
and the meets," Wren said. "Stacey is
'certainly a vary _Positive factor on the
team. We're Just glad she deci
come back."
So is she.
"rm really having fun this year, more
-Thin -Me ever had, Seabrease said.
guess I appreciate it more now that I've
been without it for awhile."

-•••••
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said. "We just have to let our
speed take over."
UMaine leads the all-time
_iseries with Providence by a
_ margin of 18-17.
However, the Black Bears
have won 12 of the last 14
meetings.
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CLASSIFIEDS
ADOPTION

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL AND SORORITIES

HEART TO HEART ADOPTION - Loving married couple wants to adopt a baby. We want to
rk with you in making this life-long decision.
We can help with medical expenses. Call Tina or
Will Collect: (207) 282-7604
In compliance with Title 22, Chap 1153
APARTMENTS
BANGOR. la months rent free. 2f3 bedroom ex
ecutive wash/dry, dishwasher, microwave. PA bath.
ga.age stor. Sec. Dep. least' some utilities Inc
Wins-Woods Apt. 947-4115. Mon-Fn. 8-4

extend a warm
invitation to our

BANGOR - 2 bedroom 1st floor. ainvenienth
located - West side $440 plus utilities Call lfc
at work: 989-7651. Or Eve: 941-9793
FUNDRAISERS

1990 SPRING OPEN HOUSE

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400
IN JUST 10 DAYS111
Obiective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money, Raise $1,400
Cast: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs, frats, soronties call
OCN1C 1 (8(X)) 932-0528/1(800) 950-8472,
(At 10

at the

Damn Yankee

HELP WANTED

2nd floor Memorial Union
BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Distnbutorships, Dealerships, Money making opportunities. Franchises, &
Mail order. Detail. send $2.00 to: NATIONAI
MARKETING COMPANY, BOX 30061.
130S1ON, MA, 02130

Sunday, February 4
from 7 pm to 9 pm

CRUISE LINE OPENINGS HIRING NOW!!
Call: (719) 687-6662(U5A)

Come meet the sisters and pledges in
an informal reception to learn
what Greek life can do for you!
We look forward to seeing you!

TUTORING
One-on-one tutoring in Physics, Chemistry,
Precalculus, and Calculus. Don't wait until you are
in real trouble. $10.00 per hour. Free consultst -en. 581-1189 or 866-4053 Ask for left

??Questions?? Call 827-6959 and ask for Rachel, 1st V.P. Panhellenic Board

ESSAYS & REPORTS
19,278 to choose from — all Subjects

Orcv, Catioop ToCay wpm

V sfailAC or COO

800-351-0222

on free
Hot t
C CAW 2l3 £776226
Or. rusn S2 00 to Essays & Reports
un Angeles CA 90025
/206-SN
11322 Idatio aye
Custom resew?,also available — all leve's
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Men's hoop meets NU

(continued from page 14)

•

big rivalry. And, because Latiree (Gott)
is the assistant coach, that will give them
extra incentive," she said.
UMaine will stick basically to the
same game plan it u*d in January, but
will try to execute better and limit turnovers, according to Roberts.
"It puzzles me that a team plays completely man-to-man and when a team
scores on them they don't make any
adjustments. But if they want to play
us man-to-man, that's what we'll
prepare for," she said.
Roberts said Northeastern has very
good athletes, quickness, speed, and
heioht

"They're very aggressive an
good help side (defense). I think that's
why we had so many turnovers (19)
against them," she said.
Noi theast
last year's 12-16 team. This year the
Huskies have three wins and are currently riding a nine game losing streak.
The Huskics are led by senior guard
Charlene Blake (10.3 ppg), junior center
Talitha Cox (8.5 ppg and 6.3 rpg), and
junior forward Michelle Brown (7ppg).
UMaine, 14-5 overall and 5-1 in the
North Atlantic Conference, will be paced by Rachel Bouchard and Cathy
laconeta.
Bouchard was ranked 10th in the nation in scoring last week, averaging 24.2
per game and 17th in the nation in rebounding, pulling down 11.6 a game.
laconeta, scoring 11.2 points a game,
is also second in the NAC in assists with
4.5 a game.

George Yuille, who is averaging 16 points
and 5 assists per outing. In the teams'
previous meeting, Yuille was held to 8
points.
The University of Maine men's basketA big plus for Northeastern is the
ball team, fresh off a 1-1 Texas roadtrip,
return
of forward Steve Carney, who was
take on North Atlantic Conference rival
out with a sprained ankle. Carney missNortheastern University Saturday aftered the last UMaine-Northeastern matnoon in Boston.
chup,
but has beep back for about two
Northeastern, 3-1 in the NAC, trails
weeks and is "healthy and playing well",
only Boston University in the conference
Fogel said. He averages 15 points and
rankings. UMaine handed Northeastern
pulls down a team-leading 9 rebounds a
their only conference loss so far this
season, a 74-61 defeat January 17th in--_game.
U Maine, is led by senior forward Dean
Bangor.
Smith
and sophomore guard Derrick
However, Northeastern defeated Hartf1 Icamtnryt 11.6 sykiLa
Hodge. Smith is tossing in more than 18
points and - gtabbilig 6 rebounds per
defeated UMaine 48-47 in Bangor on the
outing,
while Hodge contributes 13.2
20th.
•
points and 5.2 rebounds. Smith and
UMaine is third in the NAC at 3-2 and
Hodge combined for 45 points and 16
are 7-11 overall after losing to the Univer-rebounctgin-The—earlier NortheaStern
iity of Texas—Pan America and
game.
defeating Southwest Texas this week.
Despite a groin pull, Coco Barry, has
Northeastern head coach Karl Fogel
been
impressive of late, scoring 17 points
said it will be another tough battle.
in
UMaine's
latest win against Southwest
"Maine has a good, solid team", Fogel
Texas.
said. "They have a pair of perimeter
A flu epidemic has swept the UMaine
players(Dean Smith and Derrick Hodge)
squad,
affecting starters Curtis Robertthat really hurt us last time. We have to
son and Marty Higgins and reserves
control those two, especially Smith."
Shelton Kerry and Pat Harrington. Their
"We're going to do some things difminutes may be limited Saturday.
ferently this time, and hopefully we'll
Dan Hillman is still out with a spraincome out of it with a win.-"----ed ankle, but should be back within a
Leading Northeastern is senior guard
week.
By Chad Finn
Staff Writer

EATING
RIGHT
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REDUCE
THE RISK
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Read -the--sports pages of the
Maine Campus and be on top of
all University of Maine sports action.
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"Outrageous, daring, inventive, devilish,
macabre,and scintillating comedy'*
is waiting for_you!!!

Sizzling
Saturdays
0
0

Music
Live
ntertainmen

'Paul Strowe is definitely a must
see.'
-Suzanne Fuller
The Osv.egonian )swego. NN.

Sat. Feb. 3
9:00 to 12:30
in the Bear's Den
it's FREE!!
cash bar with ID

Strangelove-or: Howl -Learned40
Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb

His personality was bright, and
inspired his audience to come
he got the audtence in participate
Lauren L.soares_. it.
1 he Windmill. Stmitharripton.

Strove needs no one to hack him
up. for he is a clasSi... one-man-act -Sandy Bros erman
The Ithacan: Itha.:a. NY

Donit--miss Stanley Kubrick's classic winner of
over 60 international awards !!
-Saturday, Feb. 3rd
-Hauck Auditorium
6:30 and 9:00 p.m.
.50- with student-ff)
-$3.00 general public
*Saturday Review
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